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1. “New Thoughts on the Aeolic Style in Architecture” - Abdulkadir Baran
2. “Great Mother (Magna Mater) Cult in Karia” - Abuzer Kizil,
3. “Wall paintings at Neolithic site Çatalhöyük. How can we interpret prehistoric art?” - Agata Czeszewska
4. “A Tomb from Börükçü Necropolis” - Ahmet A. Tirpan, Aytekin Buyukozer
7. “A Statistical Analyses of coin finds at Side in Pamphylia” - Ahmet Tolga Tek
8. “A New Health Center From Asia Minor” - Ahmet Yaras
10. “Reflections on Hellenistic Plastic Vases: Old Data and New Acquisitions” - Alessandra Granata
12. “Material culture as indicator of phenomena of adoption and resistance in the cross-craft interactions among Greek and Indigenous communities in Southern Italy: loom weights and cooking ware in Hellenistic Lucania.” - Alessandro Quercia, Lin Foxhall
13. “Log canoe” - Alexander Okorokov
14. “Some remarks about iconography of Hermes kriophoros in Sicily during fifth century B.C.” - Ambra Pace

15. “A joint consideration of the lithic industries of Shell Middens in Muge, Portugal, and the coastal Mediterranean Mesolithic sites.” - Anabela Joaquinito, Nuno Ribeiro

16. “From the Middle Danube to Anatolia: Cultural links during the second millennium BC. A case study” - Anca Diana Popescu

17. “Marble Production and marble trade along the Mediterranean Coast in Early Byzantine Age (5th-6th Centuries): Data from Quarries, Shipwrecks and Monuments” Andrea Paribeni, Elena Flavia Castagnino Berlinghieri

18. “Some observations on the internal routes within the Peloritani region” - Anna Lisa Palazzo

19. “Pontine Islands a cross road in ancient trade, from prehistory to medieval age” - Annalisa Zarattini, Timmy Gambin

20. “Marble Production and Marble Trade along the Mediterranean Coast in Early Byzantine Age (5th-6th Centuries): Data from Quarries, Shipwrecks and Monuments” - Andrea Paribeni, Elena Flavia Castagnino Berlinghieri

21. “Creating boundaries: Elaborate Tombs and Trade Goods in the Early Bronze Age necropolis at Castelluccio (Sicily, Italy)” - Anita Crispino, Massimo Cultraro

22. “Some Archaeological Materials From Seydişehir” - Asuman Baldiran

23. “Early Byzantine Graveyard area found in Ankara, Turkey” - Ayşe F. Erol

24. “Rituals practiced in the Middle Bronze Age Settlement at Salat Tepe: A Tentative Interpretation” - A.Tuba Ökse


26. “A Multidisciplinary Study; Facial Reconstruction” - Aysun Altunöz Yonuk

27. "The Uncovered Oil Lamps From The Apse of the Andriake Synagogue” - Banu Ozdilek

28. “Ancient Sardinia on the move” - Barbara Costa
29. “Gods beside the Capitolium: the so-called Temple I in the forum of the Roman city of Pollentia (Mallorca, Balearic Islands, Spain)” - Bartomeu Vallori Márquez

30. “Cultural and Artistic Interaction Between Rome and Syria Region in the 2nd and 3rd Century A.D.” - Barış Salman

31. “Processing of Large Geophysical Datasets with Free Software” - Benjamin Ducke

32. “Dara: A City Vitalized and Destroyed by Water” - Birol Can


34. “Smyrna Agora Basilica” - Burak Yolacan

35. “Ampullas Founded In Allianoi” - Candan Yaras

36. “Economy and institutions in some ancient Greek proverbs” - Carmela Raccuia

37. “Innovation and tradition in Large storage Jars’ production technology in the Sicilian Middle Bronze Age” - Carlo Veca

38. “Physical and Chemical Causes of Deterioration for the Excavated Glass” - Ceren Baykan

39. “From Earthquake to Archaeological rediscovery. Two unpublished inscriptions from the Aquila territory.” - Carla Ciccozzi, Alessandra Granata, Walter Grossi

40. “Francavilla Marittima (10th-6th B.C.): Some Cultural and Social Observations above the Necropolis” - Claudia Speciale

41. “The crocus in the Aegean: medical and ideological symbolism in the women’s world.” - C. Tiziana Fontebrera

42. “Dwelling in the darkness. Prehistory of Hyblaean caves.” - Dalma Cultrera

43. “Vandals in Mediterranean Sea: the Monetary System” - Daniele Castrizio
44. “Iron Agricultural Implements of Allanoi” - Danis Baykan

45. “Genesis and development of complex societies in the northeast of the Iberian peninsula during the first Iron age (ss. VII-VI BC). The Sant Jaume Complex (Alcanar, Catalonia) evidence.” - David Garcia I Rubert, Isabel Moreno Martínez, Francisco Gracia Alonso, Laia Font Valentín, Marta Mateu Sagués

46. “Reconstructing the Landscape of the Dead. Some Observations on the Minoan Funerary Space in the Agiopharango Valley (South Central Crete)” - Déderix Sylviane

47. “New Observations on the Troy I Culture in the Light of the Some Survey Finds from the Coastal Troad” - Derya Yılmaz

48. “Public Buildings and Private Space in Late Antique Sicilian Towns” - Denis Sami


50. “Votiv Coins from Arpalik Hill Cave” - Dinçer Savaş Lenger

51. “First research on Late Roman D Ware found during recent excavations in Side- Pamphylia and localization of their manufacturing in the hinterland.” - Dilek Sen Yıldırım

52. “Archaeological analysis of Roman naval warfare in Iberia during the Second Punic War” - Eduard Ble Gimeno

53. “Vandals in the Mediterranean Sea: Sicily and its role” - Elena Caliri

54. “Marble production and marble trade along the Mediterranean Coast in early Byzantine age (5th-6th Centuries): Data from Quarries, shipwrecks and monuments” - Elena Flavia Castagnino Berlinghieri, Andrea Paribeni

55. "The frumentatio between euerghesia and emporia in Mediterranean: some examples in the Greek History" - Elena Santagati

56. “Studying the grey ceramic in Adriatic area. First data” - Eleonora Ballan

57. “Importation and trade of African pottery in the ancient ecclesia carinensis during the Late Roman Age” - Emma Vitale
58. “The Harbour of Dolichiste” - Erdogan Aslan
60. “Two Fragmentary Sarcophagi from Aphrodisias in Caria: Imported Sculptors in the City of Sculpture?” - Esen Ogus
61. “Daily life and social reconstruction of the Bronze Age settlement of Peñalosa (Baños de la Encina, Jaén)” - Eva Alarcón García, Juan Miguel Rivera Groennou
62. “Production and circulation of Palermitan Amphoras in Medieval Mediterranean” - Fabiola Ardizzone
63. “Stoneworks with Animal Figures from the Mediterranean Coasts of Anatolia During The Byzantine Period” - Ferda Onengut, Pinar Serdar
64. “A Bowl with Hercules and Cretan Bull Relief From Patara” - Feyzullah Şahin
65. “The coins hoard from Misurata (Libya): the containers.” - Francesca Trapani
68. “Settlement strategies and territorial organization: a methodological approach to the Sardinian Bronze Age contexts.” - Francesca Cadeddu
69. “Drinking as a Greek and eating as a Phoenician. Using material culture as indicator of shared new practices and habits in the ancient colonial society”. - Gabriella Sciortino
70. “Material Culture and People: some preliminary results of the study of the Aeolian Middle Bronze Age settlement contexts” - Gianmarco Alberti
71. “Room CV of the Acropoli Mediana at Phaistos reconsidered: some observations about architecture and function” - Giorgia Baldacci
72. “A Settlement Late-Castelluciano in the District of Scifazzo (Ragusa-Sicily)” - Giovanni Di Stefano, Scerra Saverio, Gusmano Milena, Cardinale Francesco

73. “A Roman campus in Carthage” - Giovanni Di Stefano

74. “Aerial photograph interpretation: The Entella case.” - Ghiselda Pennisi

75. “New data on the Roman wall paintings of Leptis Magna” - Giuseppe Cinquemani

76. “Agrigento: area of the early christian necropolis. Transformation dynamics from 3rd to 11th century” - Giuseppina Cipriano

77. “The ecclesia Dei in the early Christians inscriptions: bishops, priests and deacons in Sicily.” - Giuseppe Falzone

78. “Punic Amphorae at Entella (Sicily): Archaeometric Characterisation of this Possible Consumption Centre” - Giuseppe Montana, A. M. Polito, M. Quartararo

79. “Hierapolis of Phrygia (Turkey): From Apollo to Saint Philip, the evolution of a cityscape.” - Guven Gumgum


82. “A Group of Stone Mortar Bowls from Patara” - Havva Karademir

83. “The rock cut tombs with relief decoration in Antioch and its vicinity” - Hatice Pamir

84. “Karavelyan: New Discoveries on a Halaf site on the Upper Tigris Region, Southeastern Turkey” - Halil Tekin

85. “A Comparative Evaluation About Architectural and Historical Aspects of Karacahisar Castle” - Hasan Yilmasyasar

86. “Soffit Ornaments of Rhodiapolis” - Hulya Kokmen

87. “Greek Presence in Phokaia in Early Iron Age” - Kaan Iren
89. “Geometrical compositions on mosaics from “Villa with the View” in Ptolemais” - Katarzyna Walczak
91. “The Legacy of Minoan Past in Early Iron Age Cretan Burial Customs” - Laura-Concetta Rizzotto
92. “Archaeology of gesture and relics: early signs of the sacred in Veii” - Laura Maria Russo
93. “Recent discoveries at the sanctuary of the Divine Palikoi” - Laura Maniscalco, Brian E. McConnell
94. “Use of Coins in Indigenous Communities of Central Southern Sicily” - Lavinia Sole
95. “The Serapeion and the Church of St. Pancratius in Taormina. The Building From Antiquity to the Middle Ages.” - Leonardo Fuduli
96. “Cult of Water at the Time of Hittites” - Leyla Murat
97. “In the Land West of the Euphrates: The Parthians in the Roman Empire” - Leonardo Gregoratti
98. “Delos’ Temple: Religious and Economic Centre” - Liena Kukoba
100. “Textiles in Early Bronze Age Sicily” - Lorenzo Biazzo
101. “Excavations at Erimi-Laonin tou Porakou (Lemesos, Cyprus): the EC-LC settlement and cemetery areas.” - Luca Bombardieri, Francesca Chelazzi, Giulia
103. “Stoa Philosophy and its Development Stages in Ancient Era” - Ilker Isik
104. “Dionysus Cult in Antioch” - Inanc Yamac
105. “Jewish Family Connections and Mentalities in the Funerary Environment of the Graeco-Roman World” - Iulian Moga
106. "New data on the prehistoric phases in Rocchicella (Mineo)” - Ivana Vacirca
107. “Fragmentary amphoras from the Venezia Lagoon” - Iwona Modrzewska
108. “A Group of Urartian Works from Karaman Archaeology Museum” - Makbule Ekici
110. “The walled towns of Thesprotia from the Hellenistic foundation to the Roman destruction” - Marco Moderato
111. “The lorica segmentata: its origins and the end of its production” - Marco Conti
112. “Licodia Eubea Style: some remarks” - Marco Camera
113. “Late Roman and early Medieval settlements in the Gulf of La Spezia. Unresolved problems between merchants, hermits and aristocrats” - Marco Martignoni
114. “Water fauna and Sicilian coins from the Greek period” - Mariangela Puglisi
115. “Analytical study about some Neolithic hearths discovered in the province of Messina” - Maria Clara Martinelli, Francesca Cannizzaro
116. “Reconstructing Aspects of Pre-Roman History, Political Organization, Religion & Trading Contacts of Greek Colonies of “Thracia Pontica”” - Maria Girtzi
117. “GIS, geographical models and archaeology: the case study of the late prehistory populations (5500-550 bc) of the Ripoll river (Catalonia, Spain)” - Maria Yubero Gómez
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<td>“Protogeometric and Geometric pottery from Kos Early Iron Age necropolis revisited. Some features of the local ceramic production.”</td>
<td>Maria Grazia Palmieri</td>
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<td>Maria Francesca Alberghina, Rosita Barraco, Maria Brai, Tiziano Schillaci, Luigi Tranchina</td>
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<td>“A female clay bust in the &quot;Artemis Well&quot; at Syracuse. New chronological proposal”</td>
<td>Mario Cottonaro</td>
</tr>
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<td>“The Attic Weights and the Economy of Athens”</td>
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<td>“The necropolis of Gela: updated researches and topographical observations”</td>
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<td>“A City in Central Anatolia: Archelais (Aksaray)”</td>
<td>Mehmet Tekocak</td>
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<tr>
<td>128.</td>
<td>“Inscriptions recorded by the Third Dilettanti Mission to Ionia (1866-1869)”</td>
<td>Michael Metcalfe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129.</td>
<td>“Sailing towards the West: trade and traders on the routes between the Iberian Peninsula and Campania between the II century BC and the I century A.D”</td>
<td>Michele Stefanile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130.</td>
<td>“Athenian interests in the approaches of Black Sea before the Peloponnesian War: Two Cases”</td>
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<td>“Etruscan question” in Russian historiography of XX century”</td>
<td>Natalila Miniailo</td>
</tr>
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</table>
132. “The Late Bronze Age Sea Trade in the Light of Panaztepe Glass Finds” - Nazlı Çınardalı-Karaaslan
133. “Mosaic of Sages from Lyrbe / Seleukeia” - Nazli Yildirim
134. “Greeks and Sikels in the Iblea area: a historical interpretation of the epigraphic evidences of the Chalcidian hinterland.” - Nella Sudano
135. “Exchange Between the Paleolithic Hunter-Gatherer Groups” - Neyir Kolankaya-Bostancı
137. “Interdisciplinary study of a rupestrian site differently utilized from VI to XIV century (South-east of Sicily)” - Noemi Billeci, F.P.Mancuso, L. Pellegrino, G. Caruso, F. Palla
138. “Phoenicians in the Azores, myth or reality?” - Nuno Ribeiro, Anabela Joaquinito, António S. Pereira
139. “A Manufacturing Plant for Fish Salting in the first period of the Roman imperial age in Milazzo (ME)” - Ollà Annunziata
140. “Stoa-bouleuterion? Observations on the agora of Mantinea” - Oriana Silia Cannistraci
141. “Understanding Cross-Cultural Communication in the European Bronze Age” - Paulina Suchowska
142. “The Eastern Mediterranean in Greek Anthroponymy of Roman Hispania” - Pedro Miguel Correia Marques
143. “The Mediterranean shipbuilding in the medieval graphics and written traditions of Russia” - Petr Sorokin
144. “Salvatore Portal and Michelangelo Greco from Biancavilla: two clerks between antiquarianism and archaeology in a small centre of the Borbonian Sicily.” - Placido Antonio Sangiorgio
“Elite and society in a settlement of Sicilian hinterland: toward a reconsideration of grave goods coming from burials of Monte Castellazzo necropolis (Marianopoli, CL).” - Rosalba Panvini

“From the universal museum to the public museum: the archaeological finds in Palermo between the 18th and the 19th century” - Rosanna Equizzi

“Some Considerations on the Archaeology of Messarà (Crete) in the Early Iron Age” - Rosario Maria Anzalone

“Some Remarks on the Temple of Apollo at Apollonia ad Rhyndacum in Mysia, after the Survey Season 2010” - Serdar Aybek

“New technological approach in the conservation of the archaeological waterlogged wood” - Sergey Fazlulin

“Hypaepa in Lydia. A Study of Its History and Coins” - Sencan Altinoluk

“From Tethys to Thalassa: The Iconographic Transformation of a Mythological Figure in the Mosaic Art” - Sehnaz Eraslan

“Byzantine Anonymous Folles preserved in Bolu Archaeology Museum in Turkey” - Serkan Kılıç

“Usage of Golden Ratio in Early Byzantine Architecture from Eastern Mediterranean” - Şener Yıldırım

“Signs of Psychological Treatment In Anatolia; Asklepions- Pergamon Example” - Süleyman Barbaros Yalçın

“Applications of Hygiene Concept in Ancient Anatolian Hurrian - Urartian Civilizations” - Sukran Sevimli

“Analysis of Iron Slags from the Celtiberian Archaeological Site of Segeda I (Zaragoza, Spain)” - Sylwia Ewa Fortuna

“Ancient monuments between research and development: the teather of Kyme eolide” - Stefania Mancuso

“Constructing Hierapolis: the contribution of virtual restoration to the understanding of ancient architecture.” - Tommaso Ismaelli, Massimo Limoncelli

“The two agora of the Piraeus: literary, epigraphic and archaeological sources.” - Valentina Consoli
161. “Handmade terracotta figurines: daily life subjects” - Vanessa Chillemi
162. “Parion and Thracia relation in the light of Archaeological Findings” - Vedat Keles
163. “Through the Mediterranean and beyond: The diffusion of Rhodian amphorae in the Red Sea, Arabia, Mesopotamia and its links to International sea and long-distance trade in Late Hellenistic Age” - Veronica Iacomi - Emanuele Casagrande Cicci
164. “Lamps from the anonymous Temple on main Decumanus of Lepcis Magna” - Veronica Riso
165. “Byzantine shipwrecks in the Eastern Adriatic” - Vesna Zmaić, Igor Miholjek
166. “Vandals in the Mediterranean Sea: A Problematical Presence” - Vincenzo Aiello
167. “An Ottoman Monument in Haifa” - Vildan Cetintas
168. “Hellenistic and Roman Pottery of Zengibar Castle (İsaura Nova) from South Necropolis Survey” - Zafer Korkmaz, Osman Doğanay
170. “Byzantine Bronze Coins Found in Anatolia and Their Circulation” - Zeliha Demirel Gökalp
171. “Roman Period Theatres in Sicily: A structuralist Approach” - Zeynep Akture
POSTER SESSION “ARCHAEOLOGY IN TURKEY” of 15th SOMA

1. “The Transportation of Some Examples of Traditional Houses of Eskikızılelma Village to Aktopraklık Höyük Excavation Field upon the Management Plan of Cultural Heritage of Bursa Aktopraklık” - Abdullah Deveci

2. “Ancient City of Smyrna (İzmir) Excavations” - Akın Ersoy, Gülten Çelik


4. “Zeus Cult of Lykaonia Region” - Asuman Baldiran

5. “Germenicia: “Lost City of Anatolia”” - Ayşe Ersoy, Kasım Eker, Fevziye Eker

6. “Myra-Andriake Excavations” - Banu Ozdilek

7. “18th Century Sultan’s Tomb” - Bilge Karaöz


9. “Physical And Chemical Causes of Deterioration for the Excavated Glass” - Ceren Baykan

10. “Iron Agricultural Implements of Allianoï” - Daniş Baykan

11. “Hierapolis of Phrygia: A Roman imperial pottery deposit found in the Northern Necropolis.” - Dario Sergio Corritore

12. “Early Bronze Age Mining Activities In Central Anatolia, Turkey” - Derya Yılmaz

13. “Silleryon (Antalya-Turkey) Survey” - Elif Özer, Abdullah Deveci, Murat Taşkıran


17. “The Question of the Islamic Effects on the Wall Paintings of the Byzantine Churches in Cappadocia” - Ferda Önengüt

18. “Stoneworks With Animal Figures From The Mediterranean Coasts of Anatolia During the Byzantine Period” - Ferda Önengüt, Pınar Serdar


20. “Hierapolis (Frigia, Turkey). Architectural elements of Early Byzantine period” - Güven Gümgüm

21. “Rhodiapolis” - Hülya Kökmen

22. “The Seljukid Tiles Uncovered From The Archaeological Excavations At Alâiyye Castle / Southern Turkey” - Leyla Yılmaz

23. “A Late Geometric Period Tomb from the Mengefe Area of the Caria Region” - Makbule Ekici


25. “Taş (Stone) Madrasah- Konya/ Akşehir Archaeology Museum” - Melda Arca Yalçın


27. “A Multidisciplinary Study; Facial Reconstruction” - Sadet Bıçak, Betül Kocaoğlu, Çağdaş Erdem, Hasan Topdemir and Ayhan Yiğit

28. “Some Medieval Glazed Wares Uncovered from the Archaeological - Excavations at Alanya Castle / Southern Turkey”. - Sema Bilici

29. “Byzantine Coins In The Malatya Archaeological Museum-Turkey” - Zeliha Demirel Gökalp

POSTER SESSION OF 15th SOMA / 5 March 2011 -
Museo Archeologico Regionale Paolo Orsi a Siracusa.

1. “Piano del Casazzi (Mineo, CT). Evidence of the Protophistoric occupation” - Alberghina Francescarioman

2. “Coins in Messapia: Research and new perspectives” - Aldo Siciliano, Adriana Travaglini, Valeria G. Camilleri, Valeria R. Maci, Paola D’Angela, Stefania Montanaro, Lorenzo Rinaudo, Giuseppe Sarcinelli

3. “The chuff impression in the mud brick: A comparative methodology of archaeobotanical researches to reconstruct the agricultural of past populations and to recognize the cereals used in the ancients times.” - Anna Maria Desiderio

4. “Ceramic Ethnoarchaeometry in Sicily: Recent traditional productions as a tool for understanding past manufactures” - Anna Maria Polito, G. Montana, E. Tsantini

5. “Urban topography in Adriatic Italic Area: the cult of S. Lorenzo in the Middle Ages” - Carmen Soria

6. “The Roman villa of Sa Mesquida: a rural settlement on the island of Mallorca (Balearic Islands, Spain)” - Catalina Mas Florit, Bartomeu Vallori Márquez, Patricia Murrieta Flores, María José Rivas Antequera, Miguel Ángel Cau Ontiveros

7. “Antique Bone and Antler Anvils Discovered In Romania” - Corneliu Beldiman, Diana-Maria Sztancs

8. “Oversea lithic exchanges between Aeolian Islands and Malta from an inland perspective: preliminary data from a Late Neolithic site in Licodia Eubea, Catania – Sicily” - Damiano Bracchitta

9. “The “six emperors’ hoard” from the Bay of Camarina” - Giovanni Di Stefano, Giuseppe Guzzetta, Maria Agata Vicari Sottosanti, Viviana Lo Monaco

10. “The settlement in the district of Grammena-Valcorrente near Belpasso (Ct) between Late Antiquity and Early Middle Ages” - Elisa Bonacini - Maria Turco - Lucia Arcifa
11. “Ethnoarchaeometry in Western Sardinia: the case of Oristano” - Evanthia Tsantini, Giuseppe Montana, Miguel Ángel Cau

12. “Micromorphological characterization and social interpretations of earth-based architectural remains from a Bronze Age settlement in the Upper Guadalquivir (Spain).” - Juan Miguel Rivera Groennou

13. “Nuovi dati sulla produzione dello zolfo in Sicilia” - Luca Zambito

14. “Object Biographies as a Methodological Tool for the Study of Trade in the Archaic Mediterranean” - Marcella Raiconi

15. “Late Medieval pilgrim ampullae from the Southern Apulia. An indicator of long-distance pilgrimage or of locals shrines?” - Marco Leo Imperiale

16. “Final consideration and new data about stone and marble decorative elements from Rome- Via Labicana, Via dell’Olmata.” – Marco Viglietti

17. “The fortified settlement at Mura Pregne: an indigenous site close to Greek chora of Himera” - Maria Calogero Bongiorno

18. “The dump of Burgio: the kilns's wastes of the first pottery workshops (XVI-XVII sec. A.D.) in Garella district” - Maria Concetta Parello


20. “Greek and Hellenistic coins in the Central Adriatic Apennines between V and the II BC” - Maria Cristina Mancini


22. “Typological analysis of a coarse pottery vessel for the dating of medieval and post-medieval archaeological contexts in Salento” - Patricia Caprino

23. “Use of space in Ancient Bronze by analysis of the materials: the case of the village of Coste di Santa Febronia (Palagonia-Catania)” - Roberta Mentesana
24. “Birch resin not only as climate marker: Integration between chemical and paleobotanical analysis on a case of Sicilian Prehistory” - Roberta Mentesana, Giuseppe De Benedetto, Girolamo Fiorentino


26. “Bowls on foot with the patterned surface: Type, distribution and use function” - Valeria Grasso, Carla Cirino

27. “Using Side-Scan Sonar for Recording and Cataloging of Underwater Archaeological Objects” Victor V. Lebedinski, Julia A. Pronina